The electronic properties of pure and As-doped Si nanowires with radii up to 9.53 nm are studied using large scale density functional theory (DFT) calculations. We show that, for the undoped nanowires, the DFT bandgap reduces with increasing diameter and converges to its bulk value, a trend in agreement with experimental data. Moreover, we show that the atoms closest to the surface of the nanowire contribute less to the states near the band edges, when compared with atoms close to the centre; this is shown to be due to differences in Si-Si atomic distances, as well as surface passivation effects. When considering As-doped Si nanowires we show that dopant placement within the nanowire plays an important role in deciding electronic properties. We show that a low velocity band is introduced by As doping, in the gap, but close to the conduction band edge. The dopant location affects the curvature of this band, with the curvature reducing when the dopant is placed closer to the center. We also show that asymmetry of dopant location with the nanowire leads to splitting of the valence band edge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) have electronic properties which are different and far more attractive than bulk Si. More interestingly, these properties could be engineered as required by controlling their size, shape, composition and surface chemistry. High abundance of Si(the second most abundant element on earth), non-toxicity and availability of well-established fabrication techniques have further increased interest in Si NWs for applications as diverse as photovoltaics 1,2 , thermoelectrics 3,4 , sensors [5] [6] [7] and nanoelectronics 8, 9 . During the synthesis of SiNWs it is possible to engineer their properties as required to suit different applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . For instance, the bandgap of nanowires is known to be sensitive to their diameter, growth direction and the surface passivation method. Doping allows selective control of the Fermi level. Electronic band structure that determines transport properties such as effective mass and band overlap can be modified by NW size, shape and doping. Such control is possible due to influence of high surface to volume ratio and strong effects of quantum confinement seen as a particle size is reduced.
Doping is one of the essential steps to fabricate SiNWbased electronic devices. Boron(B) is a common p-type dopant 6, 13 and phosphorus(P) and arsenic(As) 8, 15, 16 are common n-type dopants used in Si NWs. As the diameter of SiNWs becomes smaller, the positions of the dopants inside the nanowire as well as the doping concentration, will likely influence the electronic properties 17 , but this needs to be investigated in detail with atomistic methods.
Theoretical analysis is necessary to provide guidance a) Electronic mail: c.kumarasinghe@ucl.ac.uk b) Electronic mail: david.bowler@ucl.ac.uk in the development and optimization of Si NWs for various applications. Electronic properties of nanostuctures can be theoretically studied with a reasonable balance between accuracy and efficiency using DFT based approaches. Due to the relatively high computational cost of standard approaches, the majority of DFT simulations to date have been limited to pure SiNWs with diameters of around 5 nm or less [18] [19] [20] [21] and doped SiNWs of even smaller diameters 19, [22] [23] [24] . Since most experimentally studied and practically used Si NWs are typically much larger than this, the system sizes theoretically studied need to be significantly increased. With recent advances in computer power and DFT methods, it is possible to reasonably accurately model such larger scale systems. This allows us to study properties of SiNWs with practical dimensions (up to 10 nm) 25 . In this work we study the atomic and electronic structure of SiNWs with diameters close to experimental NWs, using the large scale DFT code Conquest 26, 27 , which enables modelling of systems with many thousands of atoms without approximation. We study the electronic properties of H-passivated SiNWs grown in the [110] direction, both undoped and doped with As. This particular growth direction is chosen because it is known from experimental observations that [110] crystallographic orientation is the preferred direction of wire growth for diameters smaller than 10 nm 28, 29 . Most current experimental techniques produce SiNWs with surface dangling bonds passivated either oxides 10, 30 or with hydrogen 28, 29 . As the creation of a realistic oxide layer (and sampling of different possible amorphous configurations to adequately represent possible structures) would generate an entirely new research project, we choose to focus on the simplest possible termination: hydrogen passivated SiNWs.
We are particularly interested in the electronic structure of pure and As-doped nanowires, as affected by the diameter of the nanowires and the location of the dopants. The smallest of our undoped NW models is approximately 2.61 nm in diameter, containing 612 atoms, and the largest is approximately 10.2 nm in diameter and contains 2172 atoms, in the computational simulation cell (axial repeat length of 4 Si layers). To the best of our knowledge, the largest undoped Si NW studied in literature with first-principles techniques has a diameter of only to 7.3 nm 17 . The diameter of nanowires are usually calculated as the diameter of the circle that can contain all Si atoms of the nanowire (excluding the H atoms in the surface).
Arsenic(As) is a n-type dopant that can enter the silicon lattice substitutionally and it is commonly used to dope Si nanowires 15, 31 . It is known to diffuse less in the bulk Si than other dopants such as B,P or Al 32 , therefore it can be useful in situations where dopant stability is crucial. However, unlike B or P doped cases, very few theoretical investigations have been conducted to date for As doped Si NWs. The largest As-doped Si nanowire in previous first-principles studies has a diameter < 2 nm 33 , which is far from experimental samples. Here we study As-doped Si nanowires with diameters ranging from approximately 2.61 nm to 7.34 nm, resulting in 612 to 2,472 atoms respectively, in a computational simulation cell with an axial repeat length of 8 Si layers.
II. METHODS
We have performed DFT calculations for the pure and doped SiNWs with Conquest 26,27,34 using multi-site support functions 35 . Since the details of the implementation have been discussed in detail elsewhere, we summarize only the main principles needed to explain the current approach.
Conquest is a large-scale DFT code, which uses a local-orbital basis 36 . While the code is capable of linear scaling operation 34 , we here perform exact diagonalisation, using the multi-site support function approach 35, 37 to allow simulation of several thousand atoms on relatively modest computational resources. The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions are represented by support functions, φ iα (r), which are also used to form the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices. The support functions themselves are represented in terms of basis functions, in this case pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAOs):
where χ iµ (r) is a PAO on atom i, with a composite index µ. The accuracy of the calculations can be improved by increasing the number of PAOs on each atom (though it is hard to do this in a systematic manner); however, this increases matrix sizes and makes the diagonalisation computationally expensive.
As an alternative, the accuracy can be increased even with a small number of support functions, by using multisite support functions. Multi-site support functions are constructed as linear combinations of PAOs of a target atom and its neighbouring atoms and can be written as,
The summation over atoms k include the target atom i and its neighbouring atoms within a radius r M S . The coefficients C iα,kµ are found by using a localized filter diagonalization method 38, 39 . This local diagonalisation included all atoms in a range r LD >= r M S , but only the coefficients from atoms r M S range are used as C iα,kµ . Using a larger r M S and r LD improves the accuracy of the calculations but increases the computational costs.
In finding the DFT ground state, the coefficients C iα,kµ are calculated for a given density and self-consistent-field calculations are performed for these coefficients. Once self consistency is reached, the coefficients are updated. This process is repeated until the energy is converged to within a certain threshold, reaching the ground state. We note that, while Conquest is capable of calculations with linear scaling cost, here we have used exact diagonalization as the system is relatively small.
We used a large basis sets for all elements, with three radial functions (also known as zeta functions) for all angular momenta, including valence electrons and a polarisation shell (triple zeta, triple polarisation, or TZTP). For both silicon and arsenic this is equivalent to 27 PAOs consisting of three s, three p, and three d orbitals, which were contracted down to 4 multisite support functions. For hydrogen, the basis consisted of 12 PAOs (three s and three p) contracted down to one multisite support function. We project the density of states (DOS) onto atoms using the basis function coefficient contribution to each band.
To identify optimum values for r M S and r LD , we investigated the energy convergence of bulk silicon with respect to these parameters. We found that r M S =10 a 0 and r LD =12 a 0 gave an energy convergence within an order of 10 −3 eV, and used these parameters for all elements.
As a further test of the multi-site radii, and to characterise the calculations, the equation of state for bulk silicon was calculated using multisite support functions, and compared to diagonalisation in the primitive PAO basis set, as shown in Fig. 1 . The difference in energy at the minimum is less than 2 × 10 −4 Ha (∼ 5 × 10 −3 eV), while the lattice constants have the same value, 5.47Å. This confirms the accuracy of our multi-site support function parameters. We used this lattice constant for the nanowires in the axial direction.
The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the form of the PBE exchange-correlation functional 40 was used in all calculations. While most integrals are performed analytically or radially, we still require a realspace grid for some matrix elements, and we set the integration grid cutoff to 80 Ha, which was identified as sufficient for the DFT total energy to converge within 10 −5 eV. Structural relaxations used a Monkhorst-Pack grid with a density of 1 × 1 × 2, where the nanowire is assumed to lie along the z-axis. The nanowire was constrained along the [110] axial direction, but is free to expand along the radial direction. The SiNW is put in a unit cell with more than 13Å vacuum spacing in the transverse directions to avoid any interactions between the neighboring image nanowires due to periodicity. The SiNWs are relaxed until the absolute value of force acting any atom is less than 0.02 eV/Å using the FIRE algorithm 41 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Pure Si nanowires 29 , but we will not consider them here.
Cross-sectional models of the smallest and largest diameter pure Si NWs considered in this work are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. The dangling bonds of Si atoms on the surface are passivated by H, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d) ; we note that the (001) surface is dimerised, with a monohydride termination. An axial view of the supercell used for the nanowires is shown in Fig. 2(c) , illustrating the three lengths considered: one (L=4 layers), two (L=8 layers) and three primitive cells (L=12 layers) along the axial direction.
We start by considering the effect of the nanowire diameter on the electronic structure of pure silicon; for this part of the study, we use only one repeat length along the axis. Figure 3 silicon, the experimental band gap at room temperature is 1.12 eV. Experimentally obtained bandgap values converge to this bulk value with increasing diameter. Similar behaviour can be seen in our calculated values, though these are affected by the well-known problem with band gaps in DFT. Our nanowire gap does converge to the calculated bulk band gap with increasing diameter.
Going into more detail, we also see that the density of states for the full nanowire is strongly affected by the nanowire diameter in Fig. 3(b) . The smallest diameter NW has a very high variation in electronic states with changing energy, while this variation becomes smoother with the higher diameter NWs (this is in part due to the larger number of atoms included in modelling).
In charge transport related applications, the states near the edges of conduction and valence bands dominate the transport properties. Therefore, it is important to understand which atoms contribute to the edges of the conduction valence bands most. Figure 4 shows partial densities of states projected onto specific atoms at different distances from the surface of the nanowires, concentrating on the region around the Fermi level. Due to the difference in strain and surrounding environment experienced by the atoms based on their position, the contribution is not the same. It can be seen that, regardless of the diameter, Si atoms in the two layers closest to the surface contribute least to the band edges, while the atoms at the center of the NW have a higher contribution. When considering the contributions within 0.5 eV of the band edges, it can be noted that the magnitude of the contribution is inversely proportional to the distance from the surface. Moreover, the H atoms used for passivating the dangling bonds have a negligible contribution, when compared with the Si atoms (this is entirely expected if they function purely as passivation). Electronic transport will therefore likely be largely far from the surface of the Si NWs. The Si-Si distance near the surface is slightly more than the Si-Si distance near the centre. The influence from the H atoms in combination with this factor leads to the PDOS behaviour observed. Similar PDOS characteristics have been seen in other nanowire studies 19 .
B. As-doped Si nanowires
We now turn to doping; we study As-doped Si NWs with radii of 3 ,6 and 9 layers (D=2.61, 4.92 and 7.34 nm) with the aim of understanding the the role played by the dopants and its positioning on the electronic band structure. These positions are selected with the intention of identifying different effects when the dopants are close to the surface and away from the surface. We limit the radii compared to the pristine nanowires (which extended to 12 layers) so that we can extend the axial size of the nanowire to isolate the dopants. Our tests showed that the change in radius from 9 to 12 layers gives only very small changes in electronic structure (e.g. the gap in Fig. 3 ).
We first test the effect of increasing the axial size of the nanowire, thus probing the isolation of the dopant along the axis. Figure 5 compares the bandstructures of an undoped nanowire with doped nanowires of different axial lengths (and hence different As doping concentrations). Different doping concentrations were implemented using 1 repeat length (L=4 layers, 0.77 nm), 2 repeat lengths (L=8layers, 1.55 nm) and 3 repeat lengths (L=12 layers, 2.32 nm) in the axial direction of the supercell. The supercell contains a single As atom. The As to Si ratio in each case are 1/159, 1/319 and 1/479 respectively. We have used our smallest diameter nanowire model which has a radius (R) of 3 layers for these calculations.
As would be expected, the main effect of the introduction of an As dopant is to create a state near the conduction band edge. We can consider the axial length of the nanowire in terms of dopant concentration, though dopant spacing along the axis (a one dimensional doping concentration) is perhaps a more helpful description. Relatively low levels of doping (L=8 and 12 layers) introduce a rather flat, and hence low velocity, band that leads to a high density of states near the conduction band edge (PDOS for the As atom in the nanowires is shown in Fig. 6 ). The curvature of this band changes with the doping concentration: the flattest band is with L=12 layers, though there is little difference at L=8 layers. At the highest level of doping considered here (L=4 layers), the curvature is significant. Given that this corresponds to a dopant-dopant spacing of 0.77 nm it is reasonable that there is considerable dispersion (in the limit of a strongly delocalised band, we would expect near-parabolic dispersion). The almost flat bands seen for L=8 in Fig. 5 (c) and L=12 in Fig. 5(d) suggest that the dopant-dopant interaction is small at a spacing of 1.55 nm and beyond. This fits well with the donor radius for As in bulk silicon, calculated as ∼1 nm 42 ; there may be some compression effects on the dopant state from the finite nanowire radius, but our observation of almost flat bands with a separation of 2.3 nm indicates that they are likely to be small. Figure 6 (a) compares the total DOS of nanowires with different (one dimensional) As doping concentrations. Since As is a n-type dopant, we would expect to observe a defect state near the conduction band, with an accompanying shift in the Fermi level, and this is indeed seen. In addition to this, the defect/dopant band introduced within the bandgap results in increased DOS near the conduction band edge.
For these nanowires, the projected DOS of the dopant As atoms is shown in Figure 6(b) . The results from two and three repeat lengths are in good agreement with each other. This confirms that at least two repeat lengths in the axial direction are needed to reduce artificial interaction between images of the dopant atoms when simulating Si NWs using DFT methods (we note that previous work modelling boron and phosphorus-doped nanowires 23, 24 was confined to much smaller lengths than are used here, mostly L=2 or L=4, though one very small diameter wire with L=10 was modelled 23 ). Accordingly, for the calculations shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 we used supercells made of two repeat lengths in the axial direction, i.e L=8, in order to reduce dopant image interaction. Figure 7 shows the effect of dopant positioning on the density of states, PDOS and the bandstructure, for a nanowire of R=3 layers. The As atom is placed to substitute a Si atom near the surface (1), in the center (3), or mid-way in between (2). In Fig. 7(b) and (c), it is clear that the valence band edge at the Γ point is split, due to the asymmetry when As is placed in a position other than the center. When the dopant is at the centre of the NW, the band is not split, leading to a higher DOS near the valence band edge. It is also apparent from PDOS that the flat band seen in the bandstructure near the conduction band edge results from the As dopant. Figure 8 shows similar results as the radius of the nanowire is increased to R=6 layers. The low velocity dopant band introduced due to doping is slightly further below the conduction band edge than for the R=3 case, and is more significantly affected by the dopant positioning. The centre of the nanowire is better isolated from the surface in this case, so that the difference to the nearsurface location is enhanced. The dopant band becomes flatter and creates strongly localised states near the conduction band edge when the dopant is in the center or close to the center. The PDOS of atoms can be seen for the central dopant placement in Fig. 8(c) . The major contributions to the dopant state come from the dopant atom and atoms close to it. Similar to the R=3 layers case, placing the dopant away from the center breaks the symmetry and cause band splitting near the valence band edge at the Γ point.
In Fig. 9 we explore our largest doped nanowire, with R=9 layers. The super cell containing two unit cells in the axial direction is made up of 2,472 atoms (2,239 Si atoms,1 As atom and 232 H atoms). Similar to the smaller diameter nanowires above, a low velocity band is introduce by the doping, and the valence band edge band splitting can be seen when the dopant is placed in an asymmetric position. The overall DOS in Fig. 9(b) is much smoother, and the dopant state does not appear very prominent, due to the large number of atoms in the system. The PDOS in Fig. 9 (c) still show the dopant state clearly, with contributions from neighbouring silicon atoms.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have used the Conquest local orbital DFT code to study both pure and doped Si nanowires with diameters up to 9.53 nm and 7.34 nm respectively. For the undoped nanowires, the bandgap reduces with increasing diameter and converges to its bulk value, which is in agreement with experimental data. The atoms closest to the surface of the nanowire contributes less to the states near the band edges, when compared with atoms close to the centre. This is due to differences in Si-Si atomic distances and surface passivation effects.
When considering As-doped Si nanowires, the dopant placement is important, because it effects electronic structure and hence important properties such as electronic transport. A low velocity band in the gap is introduced by As doping, close to the conduction band edge. The dopant positioning affects the curvature of this band. The curvature reduces when the dopant is placed closer to the center, creating strong peaks in the density of states. Asymmetric placement of the dopant creates band splitting in the valence band edge which is visible quite prominently in the DOS of low radii NWs. This study demonstrates the importance and utility of large-scale density functional approaches such as those used in Conquest. It is important to note that significantly larger calculations are possible using multi-site support functions with exact diagonalisation (up to 10,000 atoms), while linear scaling calculations are feasible on 100,000+ atoms, with techniques available to recover electronic structure near the Fermi level 43 . These approaches show great promise in the study of experimentally relevant nanowires. 
